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Originally written and published in national magazines to coincide with the release of Dianetics: The

Modern Science of Mental Health, here is L. Ron Hubbardâ€™s own story of his developmental trail

and two-decade journey to the discovery of the Reactive Mind.Evolution of a Science contains the

only account of: How the optimum computing machineâ€”the mindâ€”works How Mr. Hubbard

discovered Basic Personality How the Dynamic Principle of Existenceâ€”SURVIVE!â€”was first

isolated How wrong answers enter into the mind and are held down, giving further wrong answers

How there seem to be â€œDemonsâ€• of the mind How the engram was discovered How Dianetics

techniques were developedThatâ€™s why Evolution of a Science is the story of the greatest

adventure of allâ€”the exploration that discovered the Reactive Mind and the technology to conquer

it. He wrote it so you would know.Â 
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This audiobook reinforces the Original Thesis. Clarifies some of the questions you may have had. It

also includes a book with the terminology and definitions. Clear examples are presented and

discussed.

I would recommend a person read this before they read Dianetics, because this book explains the

foundational principles of what would later be known as Dianetics (reactive mind versus the

analytical mind, how past trauma interferes with present day, etc.)Would also recommend the book

Fundamentals of Thought as well by L. Ron Hubbard.



I have read lots of self help books but this made me feel better just reading it. The information about

the mind made so much sense and put me in control if my thoughts. A powerful yet easy read.

Hubbard wrote this book to create a better and clear understanding of the main subject of Dianetics

for the public to learn how the research came about. He keeps it very simple and straight forward in

a way that every one can get it. It is in fact a major breakthrough in the science of understanding

how the mind works and how it can be cleaned of the clutters that inhibits us to have a full

awareness of what are the causes of our stress, fears, anxieties and depression. It is unlike any

other self help book ever written on the subject for the main purpose of reaching the common man

to live a fuller and heppier life. Don't underestimate it by its simplicity. Read this book first and then

read Dianetics, the modern science of mental health, and you will never be the same, nor will you

ever agree with the falsehood that has saturated our environment regarding the sources of our

troubles.

greta data

In this short volume (110 pages, the rest is glossaries and descriptions of other LRH books),

Hubbard describes how he allegedly discovered the reactive mind and the engrams that cause all

sorts of "aberrations". He mentions lots of experiments that were allegedly made and claims that

Dianetics has been shown to work in every single case. But he provides no evidence, so despite his

claims that Dianetics is a science, there's no way for the reader to verify any of his claims, only take

his word for it. There have been no independent studies that have shown Dianetis to have any

merits at all. This book is recommended only to those who want to understand what Dianetics is all

about without having to read the much longer Dianetics: The Modern Science of Mental Health.

Wow. Garbage. He uses a lot of authoritative sounding terminology with zero substance. I found

myself wondering what the hell he was talking about - chapter after chapter. He almost sounds

insane - like reading Dr. Bronner's ranting on the side of a soap bottle.

Unbelievable bombastic drivel on how El Con Flubbard has single handedly invented erh found

solid scientific proof that all of men's troubles come from repressed memories.Did'nt some jewish

psychiatrist from Austria called Fraud not say kind of something somewhat similar 50 years



earlier?No!This proves you have misunderstood words!Look up your misunderstoods.Here is the

dictionary.Tip:Someone done you wrong?Want to get even?Kidnap them and get them to go

through this book.Every time he looks up in bewilderment get him to look up his misunderstoods till

he agrees this is the most brilliant book he ever read.That will teach um.
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